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I was active 

I read

I watched less TV

I used computer/video games less

I spent more time with my family 

Name:
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Activities I did and books I read:
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I was active 

I read

I watched less TV

I used computer/video games less

I spent more time with my family 
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I read

I watched less TV

I used computer/video games less

I spent more time with my family 
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I read

I watched less TV

I used computer/video games less

I spent more time with my family 
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I was active 

I read

I watched less TV

I used computer/video games less

I spent more time with my family 
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I was active 

I read

I watched less TV

I used computer/video games less

I spent more time with my family 
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I was active 

I read

I watched less TV

I used computer/video games less

I spent more time with my family 

Activities I did and books I read:



Screen
Free Ideas

Screen
Free Ideas

 Walk to the library and get a book
Organize a community clean-up

Play a game: tag, hopscotch, hide 
and seek, jump rope

Attend a community concert
Go inline skating or ice skating
Help wash the car

Go Swimming

Act out a story 
Plan a picnic or a barbecue

Teach a child your favorite game

Clean out your closet.  Donate to charity

Hike or bike

Start a walking club

Play Frisbee

Walk to school or work

Learn a new sport
Attend a live sports event

Watch the sunset/sunrise 

Invent a new game.  
            Teach it to a friend

Turn on the radio and dance

Invite the neighbors to play soccer
Organize a play day at the local park
Blow bubbles and try to catch them

 Make crafts or try a                             new craft

Organize your photo album

Walk the dog

 Instead of Why Not
Screen-free

Time

Five 30 minute episodes of your 

favorite tv show

Loafing around Friday night 

watching sitcoms 

Watching a sporting event 

on Saturday

One episode of your favourite 

30 minute sitcom 

Flipping to whatever is on The 

Discovery Channel

Chatting with friends on MSN

Watching reruns 

Work on a family scrapbook

Host a swimming party 

Build an obstacle course in 

the backyard or plan a 

neighborhood soccer game 

Roll play your favorite story 

Treat your pet to a walk and 

a nice, long bath

Visit them in person  

Stage a family play or sign-along  
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